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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 

Quarter 1 
Notes: WORK In PROGRESS: All Quarters are Completed  

1. MAP testing may be conducted for two to three days anytime during the first four weeks 

2. GOT: will vary depending on teacher choice 

3. Dates for completed lessons/reading assignments will vary depending on student grouping; thus, 

some classes may move at a slower or faster pace than others, (i.e. Honors) 

4. Teachers are front loading specific vocabulary and literary concepts; thus, the creation of a 

reference notebook will be included in the first few weeks of school and continued throughout the 

year. 

5. Greek and Laten Affixes and Roots will be assessed weekly 

6. Since this is a living document, and we must be flexible to meet the needs of our students this 

document will change and may or may not be reflected necessarily in all lesson plans as indicated 

in this curriculum map. Note: each set below may consist of one day or one week; it will be based 

on what direction the teacher chooses to follow for each class period and the pace of the class. 

7. Some notations indicate Regular and Honor distinction, but will be adjusted as 
appropriate based on PARCC, MAP, and Common Assessments.   
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 

Nine things all 8th graders need to know before 9th grade 

 

1. I.C.E.: = Citing sources is a major part of writing and speaking. Students must avoid plagiarism and 

support their evidence explicitly from the text. I= Introduce evidence; C= Cite it; E= Explain it (Why 

is it important) 

2. Thesis Statements: What do they do? Where do they go in an essay? How do I write one? By 

examining XY and Z it is clear that… 

3. Argument: claim, evidence, counterclaim, refute, rebuttal 

4. Essay Structure/Literary Analysis: Introduction-Hook reading into the topic and include thesis, 

Body with transitions, Conclusion, Concise, properly punctuated with extensive vocabulary (see 

specific handouts) 

5. Theme vs. Topic: There=Moral lesson learned or statement about life or behavior; Topic: What the 

story, article, poem song, are about literally 

6. Rhetorical Strategies: Ethos, Pathos & Logos 

7. Sentence Structure: What are the types? S CD CX CD-CX 

8. Clauses: Independent S.V. complete thought or Dependent S.V. incomplete thought 

9. Annotations: *What is it? ! How can it help? Make sense of text. 

 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1V-lMyTelTWgy8b7U8K1LjaIob5s_UPob2MNzP2qPGmQ/edit#slide=id.g35f391192_00
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KVozSkruirYAxI7LQ_-yJoKeoI6zLnuifCFugudHB-E/edit#slide=id.g35f391192_00
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1FoDFgE_HPU9wKNvMmWxgqQ6S3i5THMll47BQyypIJtQ/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HA76Fx7TQXAUvxd11xZnlTji_bAt5EKDo5CRcnALLdg/edit#slide=id.p
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Q1 
 

Week 1 

Selection 
PJHS Handbook, PJHS Bullying Handbook, 
Capturing Kids Hearts (CKH), ELA Syllabus, 
Classroom Expectations: Google 
Username/Password, Class Binders 

Vocabulary 
NA 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Read, Listen, and Discuss Handbooks  

2. Understand CKH expectations and create a class social 

contract 

3. Create and set up Google Classroom Username/Passwords 

4. Organize Class Binders 

 

Objective 
I can understand the PJHS handbook.  
I can identify bullying and know what procedures to follow when encountering a bullying situation. 
I understand the value of CKH processes. 
I can participate in the creation of the class social contract. 
I understand my class syllabus and expectations. 
I can use Google Classroom with username/passwords.  
I can prepare my class blinder for use in my English class.  

Standards 
SL 8.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions with diverse partners on grade 8 topics, texts, issues, building on one 
another’s ideas and expressing their own clearly. 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Read, Listen and Discuss the value of the PJHS handbook, Bullying procedures, Capturing Kids Hearts to include social contract, ELA Syllabus, classroom 

expectations and creation of Google Classroom,  

2. Set up binders for class use. 

Scaffolds/Supports  IEP Modifications Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
Print/Digital Text (CommonLit) 

Text Audio (CommonLit) 

Guided Reading (CommonLit) 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1V-lMyTelTWgy8b7U8K1LjaIob5s_UPob2MNzP2qPGmQ/edit#slide=id.g35f391192_00
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KVozSkruirYAxI7LQ_-yJoKeoI6zLnuifCFugudHB-E/edit#slide=id.g35f391192_00
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1FoDFgE_HPU9wKNvMmWxgqQ6S3i5THMll47BQyypIJtQ/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HA76Fx7TQXAUvxd11xZnlTji_bAt5EKDo5CRcnALLdg/edit#slide=id.p
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Q1 
 

Week 1 Continued  

Selection  
“Charles” by Shirley Jackson (PDF online) 

Vocabulary 
Fresh, Rubbers *also see list below under objectives 
to be added to reference notebook/Weekly 
Greek/Latin Quiz 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Apply Pencil Card Strategies to annotate the story  

2. Complete Plot structure graph 

3. Cover nine things 8th graders need to know 

4. Create 8th grade literary concept reference notebook for 

main literary concepts/terms to be used throughout the year 

5. Greek/Latin Affix and Root handout (to be studied weekly) 

Objective(s)   ****Students will begin to create a Literary Notebook as a reference guide with the figurative language listed below and pencil card 
strategies. 
I can use pencil card strategies to annotate the story. 

I can determine the plot structure. 

I can identify nine things 8th graders need to know. 

*I can define and identify various forms of figurative language as I create my personal literary reference notebook: *(simile, metaphor, hyperbole, personification, alliteration, assonance, 

onomatopoeia, paradox, irony, idiom, allusion, imagery) and pencil card strategies as well as TAG+2T (all to be added to reference notebook). 

I can identify Greek/Latin Affixes and Roots 

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text 

RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting and plot; provide an objective summary of the text how particular lines 

of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action reveal aspects of a character or provoke a decision 

RL 8.3 Analyze how dialogue propels action and reveals character 

RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone including analogies or allusions to 

other texts 

RL.8.6 Analyze how differences in the points of view of the characters and the audience or reader (e.g created through the use of dramatic irony) create such effects as suspense or humor 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Read through “Charles” as a whole group.  Model the thinking process as you read. 

2. Walk through the steps of the strategy, but allow the students to complete the last page of summaries on their own as a formative assessment. CommonLit Assessment 

3. TAG+T Written Response (Formative Assessment) 

4. Weekly Greek/Latin Affix and Root Quiz (Formative Assessment) 

Scaffolds: IEP Modifications Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations   

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1V-lMyTelTWgy8b7U8K1LjaIob5s_UPob2MNzP2qPGmQ/edit#slide=id.g35f391192_00
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KVozSkruirYAxI7LQ_-yJoKeoI6zLnuifCFugudHB-E/edit#slide=id.g35f391192_00
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1FoDFgE_HPU9wKNvMmWxgqQ6S3i5THMll47BQyypIJtQ/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HA76Fx7TQXAUvxd11xZnlTji_bAt5EKDo5CRcnALLdg/edit#slide=id.p
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Q1 
 

Week 2 

Selection  
“My Favorite Chaperone” by Jean Davies Okimoto 

Collections: pg 3-26 

Vocabulary-Text: sponsor, stun, dispatcher, scuffle, whimper 

Academic: ****(to be added to Reference Notebook) 

characterization, objective & subjective summary, MLA style, ICE, 

thesis, theme vs. topic, sentence structure, tone, mood, Ethos, 

Pathos, Logos, clauses independent and dependent, point of 

view, collegial rules for speaking, text structure types, RACE, 

STEAL, dialogue,and  essay/rhetorical analysis 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Read and analyze 

2. Draw inferences  

3. Support inferences using textual evidence 

4. Describe how story elements influence the characters as the plot 

moves toward resolution  

5. Identify sentence types  

6. Add additional notes to reference notebook 

 

 

Objective(s)   ****Students will continue to create a Literary Reference Notebook (see list above) 

I can add concepts/skills to my reference notebook. 

I can read and analyze a text. 

I can recognize and analyze the elements of a story’s plot and the author’s methods of characterization and use STEAL graphic organizer. 

I can use RACE to complete a written assignment. 

I can add vocabulary to my reference notebook. 

Standards 
RL.8.1- Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

RL.8.3 - Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision. 

L.8.1b - Choose among simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex sentences. 

L.8.4a - Use context, as a clue to the meaning of the word or phrase.  

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Watch Plot Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRX0tXX2U18 

2. Read independently or Listen to “My Favorite Chaperone” on my.hrw.com 

3. Collections: Analyzing the Text- pg 28  #2, #3, & #7 (RACE - Acronym) Formative Assessment 

4. Collections: Vocabulary Strategy, context Clues - pg 29 (Honors will utilize different words: huddled, Chort!, borscht, dispatcher) 

5. Collections: Language Conventions: Imperative Mood pg 30 Formative Assessment 

6. Online Textbook (my.hrw.com ): Plot Quiz/Level Up Tutorial or Edulastic Selection Quiz/Test  Formative Assessment 

Scaffolds  IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRX0tXX2U18
http://www.myhrw.com/
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https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HA76Fx7TQXAUvxd11xZnlTji_bAt5EKDo5CRcnALLdg/edit#slide=id.p
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Q1 
 

Week 2 Continued but perhaps week 3 for 

Regular English  

Selection  CONTINUED 
“My Favorite Chaperone” by Jean Davies Okimoto 

Collections: pg 3-26 

Vocabulary-Text: Sponsor, Stun, Dispatcher, Scuffle, Whimper 

Academic: ****(to be added to Reference Notebook) 

characterization, objective & subjective summary, MLA style, ICE, 

thesis, theme vs. topic, sentence structure, tone, mood, Ethos, 

Pathos, Logs, clauses independent and dependent, point of view, 

collegial rules for speaking, text structure types, RACE, STEAL, 

dialogue 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Describe, in written form, how story elements influence 

characters as the plot moves toward resolution or 

denouement. 

2. Use STEAL organizer 

3. Write a summary to include characterization 

 

 

Objective(s) 
I can add notes about concepts/skills to my reference notebook. 
I can recognize and analyze the elements of a story’s plot and the author’s methods of characterization to write a summary.  

I can use STEAL to organize my thoughts about characterization 

I can continue to add to my reference notebook. 

I can use proper format to write a summary which includes an analysis of the text. 

Standards 
RL.8.1- Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

RL.8.3 - Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision. 

W.8.2.B Develop the topic with relevant/well-chosen facts/definitions/ concrete details/quotations/or other information and examples (writing a summary) 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Use the STEAL graphic organizer to illustrate characterization to be used in a Literary summary 

2. Type a Literary Summary of “My Favorite Chaperone” using  MLA Format  (formative assessment) 

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home
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Q1 
 

Week 3 MAYBE 

Selection  

MAP Assessment 
May come during any week in 
August 

 
Vocabulary  

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
 

1. Various 

Objective(s) 
I can assess my current knowledge and skills in relation to the 8th grade CCSS.  

Standards 
Various 

Tasks/Assessment 
Complete the Map Assessment 

Scaffolds  IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1V-lMyTelTWgy8b7U8K1LjaIob5s_UPob2MNzP2qPGmQ/edit#slide=id.g35f391192_00
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Q1 
 

Week 3 

 

Selection This work can be added to the MAP 
Assessment week 
Verbals Handouts 

 
Vocabulary  
verbals, gerunds, participles, infinitives 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Explain the function of verbals 

2. Identify verbals in a piece of writing 

3. Use verbals correctly in writing 

4. Identify Participles 

Collections p. 40 

 

Objective(s) 
I can explain the function of verbals (gerunds, participles, and infinitives). 

Standards 
L 8.1a Explain the function of verbals (gerunds, participles, infinitives) in general and their functions in particular sentences.  

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Read handouts on verbals and complete worksheets 

2. Identify verbals in a piece of writing (formative Assessment) 

3. Write a paragraph using verbals correctly (formative Assessment) 

Scaffolds  IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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Q1 
 

Week 4 

Selection  
● Paired informational text for “My Favorite Chaperone” 

found on www.commonlit.org  

● Regular: “Mexican Migrant Workers in the 20th Century” by Jessica 

McBirney, 2016 (1100L) 

● Honors: “Shut the Door Speech” by Senator Ellison DuRant Smith, 

1924 (1480 L) 

● “Take Our Jobs” (Related Media on CommonLit with “Mexican 

Migrant Workers in the 20th Century” by Jessica McBirney, 2016 

(1100L)) 

 
Vocabulary Text: Deport, Boycott, Encroach, Exploit, Inertia, 

Assimilate  

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Compare ideas across texts and make connections 

2. Identify the central idea of an informational text 

3. Cite evidence from the text that mostly strongly supports the 

main idea 

4. Consider word choice in relation to context and time period 

5. Infer the meaning of unknown words using context clues 

Central Idea Collections pg. 37 

 

 

Objective(s) 
I can recognize ideas across texts and make connections.  I can identify the central idea of a text and provide evidence that supports the idea.  I can consider word choice in relation to 

context and time period.  I can utilize context clues to infer the meaning of a word.  

Standards 
RI.8.1- Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

RI.8.2 - Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to supporting ideas; provide an objective summary of the text 

RI.8.3 - Analyze how a text makes connections among and distinctions between individuals ideas or events. 

RI.8.4 - Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text including figurative connotative and technical meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone including analogies or 

allusions to other texts. 

L.8.4a - Use context, as a clue to the meaning of the word or phrase.  

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Listen to/Read  “Mexican Migrant Workers in the 20th Century” by Jessica McBirney, 2016 (1100 L) (Regular)  Paired Media: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHMVgf8ymWA#action=share  

2. Listen to/Read “Shut the Door Speech” by Senator Ellison DuRant Smith, 1924 (1480 L) (Honors)   Paired Media: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aiXuEk_CyWs&feature=youtu.be  

3. Answer five comprehension questions based on the reading 

4. Optional: Utilize the Discussion questions in CommonLit for whole group  or use ConverStations strategy 

Scaffolds  IEP Modifications..Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
Discuss immigration/immigrants and connect this idea to “My Favorite Chaperone”  

Guided Reading feature on CommonLit  

RACE Acronym  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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Q1 
 

This is an optional lesson! 

Selection  
“My Favorite Chaperone” by Jean Davies Okimoto 

Collections: pg 3-26 

 
Vocabulary  

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Research the material to be discussed and determine key 

points and/or central ideas 

2. Create questions to spark or clarify understanding and 

contribute to a discussion  

3. Identify the roles and rules necessary for collaborative 

discussion  

4. Draw inferences  

5. Support inferences using textual evidence 

Objective(s) 
I can connect ideas between texts and videos by participating in a collaborative discussion with peers that builds on one another’s ideas and while expressing my own ideas own clearly. 

Standards 
SL.8.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 8 topics texts and issues, building on 

others' ideas and expressing their own clearly 

SL.8.1.A Come to discussions prepared/having read or researched material under study; explicitly draw on that preparation by referring to evidence on the topic/text or issue to probe and 

reflect on ideas under discussion 

Tasks/Assessment 
Socratic Seminar Question: Should the US be allowed to let anyone take a job anywhere?  

Scaffolds  IEP Modifications 
 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
Socratic Seminar Rubric (in Google Drive); Socratic Seminar Guidelines (in Google Drive) 

Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 

 
*Socratic Seminars aren’t for arguing/debating, rather they provide a discussion space to explore the questions. It is an informal discussion around top issues of the day in true dialectic 
method. Articles highlighting viewpoints on both sides of an argument are provided as suggested reading, although participants are encouraged to participate even if armed only with 
their opinions. T he Socratic Seminar does not place parameters on where the discussion may go; rather it provides a starting point and background information to fuel 
discussion. 
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Week 5 

Selection  
“A Place to Call Home: What Immigrants Say Now About Life in 

America”research study by Scott Bittle and Jonathan Rochkind, 

Collections: pg. 41-49 

 
Vocabulary Text: Tumult, Pernicious, Naturalize, 

Telecommunications, Perpetual  

Academic/Lit:Subtitle, Subheadings, Graph, Larger type, Direct 

quotations, Bulleted list  

 

 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Read closely and find answers explicitly in the text and 

answers that require inference. 

2. Analyze Nonfiction Elements: text features-headings, etc. 

3. Explain how individuals, events, and/or ideas in a text affect 

one another. 

4. Distinguish between literal and figurative language. 

5. Recognize words that have technical meaning and understand 

their purpose in a specific text. (i.e. - context) 

6. Use Greek or Latin Affixes and roots 

7. Determine an author’s point of view and explain his/her 

purpose for writing the text. 

Objective(s) 
I can use text features and graphic aids to analyze and understand a nonfiction text.  

Standards 
RI.8.1- Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

RI.8.3 - Analyze how a text makes connections among and distinctions between individuals, ideas, or events (e.g., through comparisons, analogies, or categories). 

RI.8.4 - Determine the meanings of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including, figurative, connotative, and technical meanings;  analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and 

tone, including analogies or allusions to other texts. 

RI.8.6 - Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text and analyze how the author acknowledges and responds to conflicting evidence or viewpoints. 

L.8.4b - Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words or phrases based on grade 8 reading and context, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.b. - use common, 

grade-appropriate Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., precede, recede, succeed).  

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Annotate and identify elements of nonfiction in the text. 

2. Read: “A Place to Call Home: What Immigrants Say Now About Life in America”research study by Scott Bittle and Jonathan Rochkind, Collections: pg. 41-49. 

3. Collections, pg. 50 - “Analyze Nonfiction Elements”.  Read/Discuss/Take Notes 

4. Collections, pg. 51 - “Analyzing the Text”.  Complete questions: 1, 4, and 6. 

5. Collections, pg. 52 - “Vocabulary Strategy: Using Greek Prefixes”  

6. Collections, pg. 52a - Use the Interactive Whiteboard Lesson entitled “Reading Informational Text” to review/reteach features 

7. Selections Assessment over “A Place to Call Home: What Immigrants Say Now About Life in America.” (formative assessment) 

Scaffolds IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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Get a copy of this! 

Week 6 

Selection  
PARCC Practice: “Confetti Girl” and “Tortilla Sun”  

https://parcc.pearson.com/resources/Practice-Tests/TBAD/Gr8E

LA/PC1105814_Gr8ELATB_PT.pdf  

 
 

Vocabulary Text: Sarcasm, Coordinated, Cascarones, 

Supercilious, Superfluous, Supercede, Ceramic, Deliberately, 

Sorceress, Burrowed; Literary: Quotation, Sarcasm, Tone, Objective, 

Summary, Conflict, Points of View, Details 

 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Use a variety of strategies to make sense of key ideas and 

details presented in the text.  

2. Use a variety of strategies to make sense of the ideas and 

details presented in the text. 

3. Analyze texts for structure, purpose, and viewpoint to gain 

insight and strengthen understanding. 

4. Gain a keener insight into the integration of knowledge and 

ideas, effective readers analyze and evaluate content, 

reasoning, and claims in diverse forms.  

Objective(s) 
I can assess my comprehension of a text and compare two texts at an 8th grade level utilizing various strategies.  

Standards 
RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting and plot; provide an objective summary of the 

text how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action reveal aspects of a character or provoke a decision 

RL 8.3 Analyze how dialogue propels action and reveals character 

RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone including 

analogies or allusions to other texts 

RL.8.5 Compare and contrast the structure of two or more texts and analyze how the differing structure of each text contributes to its meaning and style references in the points of view of the characters and 

the audience or reader create such effects as suspense or humor,  

RL.8.6 Analyze how differences in the points of view of the characters and the audience or reader (e.g created through the use of dramatic irony) create such effects as suspense or humor 

RL.8.9 Analyze how a modern work of fiction draws on themes patterns of events or character types from myths traditional stories or religious works such as the Bible including describing how the material is 

rendered new 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Parcc Practice Packet over “Confetti Girl” by Diana Lopez and “Tortilla Sun” by Jenifer Cervantes 

https://parcc.pearson.com/resources/Practice-Tests/TBAD/Gr8ELA/PC1105814_Gr8ELATB_PT.pdf  

Scaffolds: IEP Modifications 

Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Week 7 

SelectionSpecificially Honors 
“from The Latehomecomer” Collections pg. 53-66 

 
Vocabulary: imagery, simile, metaphor, allusion, 
requisite, resonate, nominal, recap, repatriate, chide, 
expiration, despondent 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Identify Complex descriptive language 

2. Analyze imagery 

3. Identify figurative language 

4. Analyze words and phrases 

5. Use Active and Passive Voice 

Objective(s) 
I can analyze imagery and figurative language to better understand a text.  

I can use and distinguish between the active and passive voice. 

Standards 
RI 8.1: Cite textual evidence to support analysis of text, both inferential and explicit. 

RI 8.2: Determine theme/central idea of a text and analyze its development throughout text. RI 8.2: Write an objective summary of the text (no opinions or judgments).  

RI 8.3: Analyze how a text makes connections/distinctions between individuals, ideas, or events (e.g., comparisons, analogies, categories). 

RI 8.4: Analyze the impact of word choice, including analogies/allusions, on meaning and tone in text.  RI 8.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases in text, including figurative/connotative/technical 

meanings.  

RI 8.5: Analyze the structure of a specific paragraph, including the role of particular sentences in developing/refining a key concept.  

RI 8.8: Trace/Evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing reasoning and relevance of evidence to support claims; recognize irrelevant evidence.  

W 8.7: Conduct short research projects to answer a question, drawing on several sources, and generating additional related questions for further research. W 8.8: Gather relevant information from multiple 

print and digital sources, using search terms effectively. W 8.8: Assess the credibility and accuracy of each source. W 8.8: Quote/paraphrase the data while avoiding plagiarism and following standard citation 

formatting. 

L 8.3: Use verbs in the active/passive voice and in the conditional and subjunctive mood to achieve particular effects (e.g., emphasizing action, expressing uncertainty).  

L 8.6: Distinguish among meanings of words with similar definitions (e.g., bullheaded, willful, firm, persistent, resolute). L 8.6: Acquire and use grade-appropriate words and phrases. 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Read and analyze the text 

2. Identify the imagery and figurative language used in the text and complete a visual poster. 

3. Using the Active voice complete the performance task by researching the Laotian Hmong’s involvement in the Vietnam War  and write a mini report. 

Scaffolds - IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Week 8 

Selection Close Reader 
“Golden  Glass” Close reader pg. 3-8 (Regular) 
“from The Adventures of Tom Sawyer”Collections 
pg. 395-404 (Honors) 

 
Vocabulary  
angular, communion, concocted, meticulous(Regular) 
tranquil, survey, contemplate, gait, starboard, Big 
Missouri, up a stump, druther, alacrity, dilapidated, 
covet (Honors) 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Use Greek and Latin Affixes and roots 

2. Determine theme or central idea 

3. Compare and Contrast the structure of a text 

4. Analyze a text and locate details 

5. Determine author’s point of view 

6. Recognize and use figurative language 

7. Properly punctuate and develop a sentence 

8. Interrogative Mood (pg. 404) 

 

Objective(s) 
REVIEW: I can utilize prefixes, roots, and suffixes as clues to meaning of a word and make connections among the words. I can identify text structures, text features, and their purposes. I can identify the 

central idea of a short story and write an objective summary of the text including all four steps of writing a summary.  

Standards 
L.8.4.B Use common grade-appropriate Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word 

L.8.5.B Use the relationship between particular words to better understand each of the words 

L.8.6 Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase important to comprehension or expression 

L 81.c Form and use verbs in the interrogative mood 

L 85a Interpret figures of speech in context 

RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting and plot; provide an objective summary of the text how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a 

story or drama propel the action reveal aspects of a character or provoke a decision 

RI.8.5 Analyze in detail the structure of a specific paragraph in a text, including the role of particular sentences in developing and refining a key concept 

RI.8.6 Determine an author's point of view or purpose in a text and analyze how the author acknowledges and responds to conflicting evidence or viewpoints 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Identify prefixes, roots, and suffixes in vocabulary words from past texts (Handout) 

2. Read and complete Close Reader selections using Reading strategy of choice (Teacher discretion) 

3. Identify text structures and text features from current history and science classes. (Honors) 

4. Use TAG+2T to analyze Close Reading selections 

5. Frontload new vocabulary for next week’s PARCC practice via www.spellingcity.com matching game.  https://parcc.pearson.com/resources/Practice-Tests/TBAD/Gr8ELA/PC1105814_Gr8ELATB_PT.pdf  

Scaffolds--IEP Modifications; Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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Week 9 

 

Selection  
1st 9 Weeks Common Assessment 

 
 

Vocabulary  
Various 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
Assess previous skills from the 1st 9 weeks and how the students 

compare across class periods and teachers.  
 

 

Objective(s) 
I can assess my mastery of literary reading standards 1-4.  

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text 

RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting and plot; provide an objective 

summary of the text how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action reveal aspects of a character or provoke a decision 

RL 8.3 Analyze how dialogue propels action and reveals character 

RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and 

tone including analogies or allusions to other texts 

Tasks/Assessment 
4. 8th ELA Common Assessment on Edulastic 

5. Students will receive a hard copy of the text and will answer the questions online via Edulastic  

Scaffolds - IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Possible One to Two week lesson 

Honors one week lesson 

Week 1& 2? 

Selection  
Patriot’s Pen Essay  

 
 

Vocabulary Organizational Structures, Formatting, Transitions, 

Cohesion, Writing Style, Purpose, Task , Audience, Publish  

 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Writing purposefully focused, detailed, organized, and 

sequenced in a way that clearly communicates the ideas to 

the reader. 

2. Producing clear ideas as writer involves selecting appropriate 

style and structure for an audience and is strengthened 

through revision and technology.  

3. Selecting appropriate style and structure for an audience and 

strengthening writing though revision and technology.  

 

 

Objective(s) 
I can write a cohesive essay that is sequenced in a way that the main idea is communicated to the reader and in a way that is appropriate for the audience.  

Standards 
W.8.2.A Introduce a topic clearly/previewing what is to follow; organize ideas/concepts/and information into broader categories; include formatting and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension 

W.8.2.B Develop the topic with relevant/well-chosen facts/definitions/ concrete details/quotations/or other information and examples 

W.8.2.C Use appropriate and varied transitions to create cohesion and clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts 

W.8.2.D Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic 

W.8.2.E Establish and maintain a formal style 

W.8.2.F Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the information or explanation presented 
W.8.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development/organization and style are appropriate to task, purpose and audience and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising editing rewriting or 

trying a new approach focusing on how well purpose and audience have been addressed 

W.8.6 Use technology-including the Internet-to produce and publish writing and present the relationships between information and ideas efficiently as well as to interact and collaborate with others 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Produce Patriot’s Pen Essay: The topic will be given in an email from the VFW.  

Scaffolds IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Week 3 

Selection 
1. “The Sniper” by William O’Flagherty (Honors)  

2. “An Uncomfortable bed” by Guy de Maupassant (820L) 

3. “The Guilty Party” by O. Henry (980L) 

4. “A Modest Proposal” by Jonathan Swift (1540L) 

5. “All Summer in a Day” by Ray Bradbury (Regular)  

6. “The Terror” by Junot Diaz (920L) 

 

 
Vocabulary 
See each story for specific vocabulary (too many 
words to type in for each story) 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Identify theme 

2. Cite textual evidence 

3. Determine author’s tone 

4. Identify point of view 

 

 

Objective(s) 
I will identify theme and cite textual evidence. 

I will determine the author's tone and compare and contrast different points of view throughout the text. 

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text 

RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting and plot; provide an objective 

summary of the text how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action reveal aspects of a character or provoke a decision 

RL.8.5 Compare and contrast the structure of two or more texts and analyze how the differing structure of each text contributes to its meaning and style references in the points of view of 

the characters and the audience or reader create such effects as suspense or humor 

RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and 

tone including analogies or allusions to other texts 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Individual student selection of reading material based on lexile level and reading preference 

2. Complete CommonLit annotations and reading assessment 

Scaffolds-IEP Modfications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
CommonLit 
Student choice of reading as it correlates with their Lexile level 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Week 4 

Selection 
1. “The Tell-Tale Heart” by Edgar Allan Poe (unabridged 

for the Honors) 

2. “The Tell-Tale Heart” by Edgar Allan Poe (Collections, 
pg. 89 ) 850L

 
Vocabulary Conceive, vex, Dissimulation,Sagacity, Stifle, 

Crevice, Death watches, Hellish tattoo, Audacity, Scantlings, 

Suavity, Vehemently, Derision, Hypocritical,Gesticulations, 

Dissemble   

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
Identify unknown words 

1. Determine point of view of a text 

2. Determine the impact the point of view has on a text 

3. Identify a reliable vs. unreliable narrator 

4. Discuss the three techniques utilized in the short story to 

create suspense  

 

 

Objective(s) 
I can determine the point of view from which a story is told, evaluate the credibility of a narrator, and identify techniques used to create suspense in a fictional account.  

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text 

RL 8.3 Analyze how dialogue propels action and reveals character 

RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and 

tone including analogies or allusions to other texts 

RL.8.6 Analyze how differences in the points of view of the characters and the audience or reader (e.g created through the use of dramatic irony) create such effects as suspense or humor 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Read the biography of Edgar Allan Poe at the top of page 89.  

2. Show the video entitled “Cool History - Who was Edgar Allan Poe...Really?” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQOhM6c0-Lo  

3. After the sort bio video, discuss Poe’s motives for writing. 

4. Listen to the story via my.hrw.com   

5. Discuss the motive behind the narrator’s confession with 1 minute Table Talks or Pair-Share. 

6. Review page 95 in the textbook.  Discuss the key elements of analyzing point of view, an unreliable narrator, and the techniques utilized in creating suspense.  

a. Why does Poe use repetition and/or italics in the structure of this literary text? (pg. 91), What is suspense? (pg. 92), What is an unreliable narrator? (pg. 90), 

b.  Honors: Utilize the “Critical Vocabulary” questions on page 97. 

7. Divide the class into groups and section off “The Tell-Tale Heart”.  Students will utilize the chart on page 95 to analyze the techniques of suspense.  

Scaffolds: IEP Modifications/Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Week 5 

Selection Continued 
1. “The Tell-Tale Heart” by Edgar Allan Poe (unabridged 

for the Honors) 

2. “The Tell-Tale Heart” by Edgar Allan Poe (Collections, 
pg. 89 ) 850L 

 
Vocabulary Conceive, vex, Dissimulation,Sagacity, Stifle, 

Crevice, Death watches, Hellish tattoo, Audacity, Scantlings, 

Suavity, Vehemently, Derision, Hypocritical,Gesticulations, 

Dissemble  

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Close reading  

2. Grammar composition 

3. Critical Thinking 

4. Writing (essay  on author’s techniques to create a menacing 

tone (Honors) 

5. Peer editing 

6.  

Objective(s) 
I will close read a section and determine the tone of the text. 

I will identify pronouns and antecedents. 

I will understand the use of prepositional phrases and infinitive phrases. 

I will analyze the syntax of a text. 

I will write an essay about the author’s techniques to create a menacing tone. 

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Complete all portions of the text analysis packet (Honors) 

2. Complete selected sections of the text analysis packet (Regular) 

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
Only selected sections of the packet will be completed independently by those in regular English. 
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Week 5/6 

Selection CommonLit “Tell-Tale Heart” Paired Texts 

CommonLit 

1. “Stress for Success” by Alison Pearce Stevens (910L) 

Regular  

2. “The Complexity of Fear” by Mary C. Lamia, Ph.D 

(1430 L) Honors  

3. “The Man of the Crowd” by Edgar Allan Poe (1250L) 

Gifted 

 
Vocabulary: #1 Chasm,hasty, prudent, prime, 
debilitate, shunted, #2 phobias, isolate, mechanisms, 
trama, post-traumatic, #3 confessor, convalescent, 
appetency, countenance, evince, supercilious, 
facsimile, gentry, inornate, swarthiness, pallor, rabid 

Targeted Skills/Concepts 

1. Utilizing the Pencil Card Strategy to reread a text and clarify 

ideas, closely read grade level texts, ask questions, make 

connections, take notes, make inferences and predictions. 
2. Identify the Central Idea 

3. Cite the main claim and determine the textual support  

4. Discuss findings with peers 

Objective(s) 
I will use pencil card strategies to annotate my text. 

I will make connections with new vocabulary. 

I will locate the central idea in the text. 

I will support my answers regarding the text with textual evidence. 

I will discuss my findings using collegial rules for speaking.  

Standards 
RI 8.1: Cite textual evidence to support analysis of text, both inferential and explicit. 
RI 8.2: Determine theme/central idea of a text and analyze its development throughout text. 
SL 8.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions expressing one’s own ideas and building upon others’ ideas. - one-one-one - group - teacher-led 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Independently complete selected reading text using pencil card strategies. 

2. Identify the Central Idea and use textual evidence to identify support for all answers using CommonLit online questions. 

3. Collaborate in small groups using collegial discussion techniques. 

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Could be one and a half week lesson 

Week 6/7 

Selection  
1. “The Monkey’s Paw” by W. W. Jacobs, pg. 105 (920L) 

 
Vocabulary: Peri, Condole, Bog, Torrent, Let, Rubicand, 

Doughty, Grimace, Fate, Credulity, Talisman, Antimacassar, 

Prosaic, Simian, Sideboard, Virtues, Frivolous, Avaricious, 

Compensation, Resignation, Fusillade  

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Determine and analyze a universal theme. 

2. Analyze foreshadowing in a short story.  

3. Determine the mood and tone 

4. Analyze text for structure, viewpoints, and purpose in order to 

gain insight.  

5. Effective readers use a variety of strategies to make sense of 

the ideas and details presented in the text.  

 

 

Objective(s) 
I can determine the theme or universal theme of a story, play, or poem.  

I can identify foreshadowing and how it affects the story telling. 

I can analyze the text for mood and tone.  

I can read closely and find answers explicitly in text.  I can analyze plot to determine theme. I can define summary.  I can analyze how particular lines of dialogue provoke a decision. I can define and identify 

various forms of figurative language.  I can analyze the differing structures of two or more texts.  

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text 

RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting and plot; provide an objective summary of the text how particular lines 

of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action reveal aspects of a character or provoke a decision 

RL 8.3 Analyze how dialogue propels action and reveals character 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Listen to the reading of “The Monkey’s Paw” by utilizing my.hrw.com 

2. Page 117: Read over “Determine Theme” and “Analyze Stories: Foreshadowing” 

3. Complete a TAG+2T to acknowledge the mood and tone. 

4. Complete analysis packet 

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Week 7 

Selection CommonLit “The Monkey’s Paw” Paired Texts  

1. “The Veldt” by Ray Bradbury (600L)Regular  

2. “The Third Wish” by Joan AIken (1060L) Honors  

3. “The Monkey’s Paw, 2011” Video (paired media via 

www.commonlit.org)  
 

 
Vocabulary Recede,Efficiency, Appalled, ,Bemused, 

Contraction, Seep, Jovial, Insufferable, Conjure, Horrid, 

Persecute, Relish, Vague, Frantic, Dignity, Presumptuous, 

Composure, Rash, Tremendous, Remote, Mend, Malicious , 

Mournful  

 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Utilizing the Pencil Card Strategy to reread a text and clarify ideas, 

closely read grade level texts, ask questions, make connections, 

take notes, make inferences and predictions. 

2. To gain a keener insight into the integration of knowledge and ideas, 

effective readers analyze and evaluate content, reasoning, and 

claims in diverse forms.  

 

 

 

 

 

Objective(s) 
I can utilize the Pencil Card strategy to help me understand a piece of text.  
I can compare and contrast a filmed or live production of a story or drama and the original text or script.  (Regular) 

I can evaluate why directors chose to stay faithful or depart from a text and/or script. (Honors)  

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text 

RL.8.10 By the end of the year read and comprehend literature including stories dramas and poems at the high end of grades 6-8 text complexity band independently and proficiently 

RL.8.7 Analyze the extent to which a filmed or live production of a story or drama stays faithful to or departs from the text or script, evaluating the choices made by the director or actors 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Utilize the Pencil Card strategy on a grade-level paired informational text. 

2. Watch the paired media via www.commonlit.org entitled “The Monkey's Paw, 2011” full video is 29:43. 

3. After watching the video, have students list how the text and video differed or were the same. 

4. Utilize a “Think/Pair/Share” strategy  

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Week 8 

Selection MAP Testing (possible anytime) 
 Review Week all Concepts 

 
Vocabulary  

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Identifying theme 

2. Identify Central Idea or Main Idea 

3. Use proper English Conventions 

4. Cite and support text with evidence 

5. Complete Map Test 

 

Objective(s) 
I can show what I know what successfully completing the MAP test. 
I can participate in various review activities to prepare for my Common Assessment. 

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text 

RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting and plot; provide an objective summary of the 

text how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action reveal aspects of a character or provoke a decision 

RL 8.3 Analyze how dialogue propels action and reveals character 

RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone including 

analogies or allusions to other texts 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Complete the Map test successfully  

2. Complete assigned review packet 

3. Participate in whole class discussion as well as small group for test assessment preparation. 

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Week 9 

Selection 2nd 9 Weeks Common Assessment and Map 

Testing 

1. “from Life on the Mississippi” and “from The Legend of 

Sleepy Hollow” 

2. “30-15-10” List  

 
 

Vocabulary  

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Assess previous skills from the 1st 9 weeks and how the 

students compare across class periods and teachers.  

 

Objective(s) 
I can assess my mastery of literary reading standards 1-4.  

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text 

RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting and plot; provide an objective summary of the 

text how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action reveal aspects of a character or provoke a decision 

RL 8.3 Analyze how dialogue propels action and reveals character 

RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone including 

analogies or allusions to other texts 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. 8th ELA Common Assessment on Edulastic 

2. Students will receive a hard copy of the text and will answer the questions online via Edulastic  

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Quarter 3 
Begin the novel study of To Kill a Mockingbird 

Note this study may flow over into Quarter 4 as it will depend on the teacher’s 
decision to determine the pace of the novel based on student ability. 
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Q3 
 

2 days max 

Week 1 

 

 

***Note Possible Book Tasking One day this 
week 
Selection:Novel Study  
To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee 
(TKAM)***Preparing to read the novel 

 
Vocabulary: classic, enduring, noun, adjective, quality, 

verdict, definitive, outstanding 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Introduction to a Classic and understand Society’s Influence 

on a writer’s choice 

2. Understanding how a writer's background influence his/her 

work 

3. Identifying a time  period;s influence on  a nove 

4. Writer’s style 

Objective(s) 
I can identify characteristics of a classic novel, and understand the classroom norms for discussions of mature nature brought out in the novel. 

I can understand how society and other influences shape a writer’s choice. 

I can summarize the background of the novel through the Bio of Harper Lee, Jim Crow Laws, Southern Women, Lynching, The Great Depression and Scottsboror Clips. 

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.  

RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting, and plot; provide an objective summary of the 

text.  

RL.8.6 Analyze how differences in the points of view of the characters and the audience or reader (e.g., created through the use of dramatic irony) create such effects as suspense or humor. 

RL 8.10: By the end of the year, independently read and comprehend literature in 6-8 text complexity band proficiently (stories, poems, drama). 

W 8.4: Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience 

SL 8.1: Follow rules for collegial discussions, set/track specific goals / deadlines, and define individual roles 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Establish classroom norms for discussing this specific novel. 

2. Complete : Complete a “Thinking Map” (most likely a circle map) Resource 1.1 and  Concept Attainment Map Resource 1.2 *from this point resource will be indicated with  RES 

3. Interaction with classic pictures (RES 1.3) 

4. What is a Classic (RES 1.4-1.5) Academic discussion and Anticipatory Guide (RES 1.5) 

5. Gallery Walk: Classic Crimes and Trials (RES 1.6-1.7) Think-Pair- Share 

Scaffolds  IEP Modifications / Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations..Sentence frames and visuals 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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2 days max 

Week 1 

Selection:Novel Study  
To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee 
(TKAM)***Preparing to read the novel

 
Vocabulary: Generational Differences, Scottsboro, 

upbringing, adjective, era, pardon, defendant, intermarriage, 

pertness 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Think-pair-share: Generational Differences RES 2.1 

2. Put the novel in context (Era Envelope RES 2.2-2.8 

3. View with a focus: Scottsboro: An American Experience RES 

2.9-2.10 

 

Objective(s) 
I can describe life in the 1930s and analyze the motivations and effects of unjust actions in the Scottsboro trial as preparation for understanding how Harper Lee’s society influenced her 

writing. 

I can write multiple sentence responses to text-dependent questions, share those responses orally with a partner, and ask clarifying questions about another student’s response. 

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

RL 8.10: By the end of the year, independently read and comprehend literature in 6-8 text complexity band proficiently (stories, poems, drama). 

RI 8.9: Analyze two or more texts that provide conflicting information on the same topic and identify where the texts disagree on matters of fact or interpretation.  

W 8.4: Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 

SL 8.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions expressing one’s own ideas and building upon others’ ideas. - one-one-one - group - teacher-led  

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Think-Write-Pair-Share: Generational Differences RES 2.1 

2. Era Envelope: Putting To Kill a Mockingbird in Context RES 2.2-2.8 

3. View with a focus: Scottsboro: An American Experience RES 2.9-2.10 

4. Write a personal response about  Scottsboro: An American Experience 

Scaffolds-Follow IEP modifications; Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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2 days max 

Week 2 

Selection:Novel Study  
To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee 
(TKAM) read the novel CH. 1

 
Vocabulary: diction, setting, mood, tone, paraphrase, predict, 

collard, azaleas, beadle, ambled, tyrannical 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Read and analyze Ch. 1 (record key details) 

2. Determine who is who in the novel 

3. Understand the use of diction 

4. Complete a Say-Mean-Matter (see handout) 

5. Quick Write making predictions 

Objective(s) 
I can identify key characters from the first chapter of the novel. 

I can analyze the author’s use of language to make inferences about the setting of the novel. 

I can write and share multiple sentence responses to questions about the diction used in the novel and  write a paragraph predicting what will happen in the novel.  

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text 
RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting, and plot; provide an objective 
summary of the text.  
RL.8.3 Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision. 
RL 8.10: By the end of the year, independently read and comprehend literature in 6-8 text complexity band proficiently (stories, poems, drama). 
W 8.1: ARGUMENTATIVE: Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evIdence. A: Introduce claims, acknowledge opposing/alternate claims, organize 
evidence/reasons logically. B: Support claims with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate and credible sources.  
SL 8.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions expressing one’s own ideas and building upon others’ ideas. - one-one-one - group - teacher-led SL 8.1: Come to 
discussions prepared, having read/studied material and able to reflect/probe on issues. SL 8.1: Follow rules for collegial discussions, set/track specific goals / deadlines, and define 
individual roles. SL 8.1: Pose/Respond to questions and comments with detail and relevancy. SL 8.1: Acknowledge new information expressed by others and modify own views when 
warranted.  

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Book Distribution 

2. Review of “Life in the 1930s and 1940s” RES 2.7 

3. Read or listen to Chapter 1 

4. Complete the Who’s Who Chart RES 3.3 

5. Say-Mean-Matter: Diction and Setting RES 3.4 

6. Quick-Write: Making Predictions about the novel RES 3.5 

Scaffolds - IEP Modifications; Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 

 

Q3 
 

Week 2 

Selection:Novel Study  

To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee 

(TKAM) CH. 2-3; CH 4-6; and CH 7-8 

 

Vocabulary: assuage, suspicious, benign, contentious, disapprobation, 

edification, erratic, indigenous, onslaught, persevere, perspectives, point 

of view, scenario, scrip, entailment, WPA Job, compromise, shamin’, 

cootie, aberration caricature, compensation, inconspicuous, ingenuous  

(Ch. 1- 5  vocab)*** Some of these maybe part of 9-10 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Read/listen to novel Ch. 2-3 

2. Considering Multiple Perspectives 

3. Read/listen to novel Ch. 4-5 

4. Discuss in small groups 

5. Read/listen to novel Ch. 6-8 

6. Analyze text-dependent questions 

7. Write chapter summaries 

8. Point of view analysis 

9. Quick Write 

Objective(s) 
I can read and analyze a novel. 

I can consider multiple perspectives about the same scenario. 

I can articulate Atticus’s advice to Scout in my own words. 

I can discuss my thoughts in a small group setting as well as whole class. 

Standards 
RL 8.10: By the end of the year, independently read and comprehend literature in 6-8 text complexity band proficiently (stories, poems, drama). 

RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting, and plot; provide an objective summary.  

RL.8.3 Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision. 

W 8.1: ARGUMENTATIVE: Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evIdence.  

W 8.4: Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  

SL 8.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions expressing one’s own ideas and building upon others’ ideas. - one-one-one - group - teacher-led  

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Read Ch. 2-3 

2. Complete Considering Multiple Perspective Handout 

3. Analyze the text and answer Checking for Understanding Questions (2-8) as each chapter is completed 

4. Discuss text in small groups 

5. Read Ch. 4-6 

6. Complete analysis sheet 

7. Read Ch. 7-8 

8. Complete point of view handout (You Never  Really Understand a Person Until…” & Attiuc’s Point 

9. Complete Quick-Write: Atticus’s Advice 

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications; Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 
 

 

Q3 
 

Week 3 

Selection  
To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee 
(TKAM) CH. 9-10 

 
Vocabulary: nut grass, feeble, symbol, rabies, mad, 
injustice, sin, licked, stark, raving, nigger (teacher should 
explain this loaded term and explain no diragatory 
comments), Jew’s Harp,aberration caricature, 
compensation, inconspicuous, ingenuous  

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Read and analyze Novel 

2. Explain symbols 

3. Analyze and answer text dependent questions 

 

Objective(s) 
I can analyze key symbols in the novel. 

I can write and share multiple sentence responses about the multiple meanings of key  symbols in the novel 

I can write an objective summary over my reading. 

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.  
RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting, and plot; provide an objective 
summary of the text.  
RL.8.3 Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision. 
RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and 
tone, including analogies or allusions to other texts.  
RL 8.10: By the end of the year, independently read and comprehend literature in 6-8 text complexity band proficiently (stories, poems, drama). 
W 8.1: Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evIdence. 
W 8.1a: Introduce claims, acknowledge opposing/alternate claims, organize evidence/reasons logically. 
W 8.1b: Support claims with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate and credible sources. 
W 8.1c: Use words, phrases, clauses to create cohesion among claims/reasons/evidence. 
W 8.1d: Establish and maintain a formal style.  
SL 8.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions expressing one’s own ideas and building upon others’ ideas. - one-one-one - group - teacher-led  

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Read, analyze and discuss Chapters 9-10. 

2. Complete symbol handout  

3. Analyze and answer text dependent questions 

Scaffolds-IEP modifications   Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 
 

 

Q3 
 

Week 4 

Selection  
To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee 
(TKAM) CH. 11-14

 
Vocabulary: licked, courage, baton, camellia, beholden, 
conscience, morphine, acquiescence, aggregation, 
degradation, indignantly,infallible, ominous, 
reconnaissance, stifle, umbrage, venerable 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Read and analyze CH 11-14 

2. Circle Map definition of Courage RES 3.16 

3. Analyze Text-Dependent Questions for CH 11-14 RES 3.17 

4. Writer chapter summaries, Text-dependent Questions and Activities  RES 

3.18 

5. Quick-Write and Three-Step Interview: Courage RES 3.19 

Objective(s) 
I can consider Atticus’s definition of courage and apply it to my own experiences. 

I can analyze text-dependent questions. 

I can write a summary focusing on text-dependent questions. 

I can interview another student and share through a small group discussing the points of the interview. 

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.  
RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting, and plot; provide an objective 
summary of the text.  
RL.8.3 Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision. 
RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and 
tone, including analogies or allusions to other texts.  
RL 8.10: By the end of the year, independently read and comprehend literature in 6-8 text complexity band proficiently (stories, poems, drama). 
W 8.1: Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evIdence. 
W 8.1a: Introduce claims, acknowledge opposing/alternate claims, organize evidence/reasons logically. 
W 8.1b: Support claims with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate and credible sources. 
W 8.1c: Use words, phrases, clauses to create cohesion among claims/reasons/evidence. 
W 8.1d: Establish and maintain a formal style.  
SL 8.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions expressing one’s own ideas and building upon others’ ideas. - one-one-one - group - teacher-led 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Read and analyze CH. 11-14 and complete text-dependent  questions 

2. Complete a Circle Map: defining “Courage” 

3. Analyze the text and complete text-dependent questions 

4. Write a quick-write and use the Three-Step Interview about Courage.  

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 
 

 

Q3 
 

Week 5 

Selection 
To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee 
(TKAM) Ch. 15-16

 
Vocabulary: acrimonious, congenital, discreet, elucidate, 
formidable, perpetual, prosperity, strenuous, temerity, 
volition, character traits, characterization, venue, 
entailment, solicitor, mob, Ku Klux Klan 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Read and analyze novel 

2. Identify Characterization of characters  

3. Support ideas with textual evidence 

Objective(s) 
I can provide a complete characterization of three characters from the first half of the novel using textual evidence to support my thoughts. 

I can write and share multiple sentence response s about multiple perspectives, ourage, and significant character traits.  

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.  
RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting, and plot; provide an objective 
summary of the text.  
RL.8.3 Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision. 
RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings;  
RL 8.10: By the end of the year, independently read and comprehend literature in 6-8 text complexity band proficiently (stories, poems, drama). 
W 8.1: Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evIdence. 
W 8.1a: Introduce claims, acknowledge opposing/alternate claims, organize evidence/reasons logically. 
W 8.1b: Support claims with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate and credible sources. 
W 8.1c: Use words, phrases, clauses to create cohesion among claims/reasons/evidence. 
W 8.1d: Establish and maintain a formal style.  
W 8.1e: Provide a concluding statement or section that follows form and supports the information presented. 
SL 8.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions expressing one’s own ideas and building upon others’ ideas. - one-one-one - group - teacher-led 

Tasks/Assessment 

1. Read and analyze CH 15-19 

2. Analyze text and complete text dependent questions 

3. Participate in a Think-Pair-Share 

4. Create Character Trait Posters RES 3.24-3.26 

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications 

Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 
 

 

Q3 
 

Week 6 

Selection  
To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee 
(TKAM) CH. 17-19 

 
Vocabulary:acrimonious congenital discreet elucidate 
formidable perpetual prosperity strenuous temerity volition; 
testify, testimony, solicitor, jury, witness, cross 
examination, counsel, defendant, immaterial, irrelevant, 
overruled, disorderly conduct, contempt, misdemeanor, 
oath, verdict, beyond all reasonable doubt, closing 
argument, circumstantial evidence, deliberations 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Read and analyze text 

2. Discuss text and share thoughts 

3. Review and summarize CH. 1-16 

4. Acquire new vocabulary 

5. Compare and Contrast  Evidence in the Trial 

6. Complete a Matrix Trial Chart 

 

Objective(s) 
I can read and analyze/evaluate the testimony of four witnesses in the trial in order to come to a conclusion about Tom Robinson’s guilt or innocence.  

I can write an analytical paragraph that uses evidence from the text to explain their positions on whether Tom Robinson is guilty or innocent. 

I can discuss my findings in a collegial discussion. 

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.  
RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting, and plot; provide an objective 
summary of the text.  
RL.8.3 Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision. 
RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings;  
RL 8.10: By the end of the year, independently read and comprehend literature in 6-8 text complexity band proficiently (stories, poems, drama). 
W 8.1a: Introduce claims, acknowledge opposing/alternate claims, organize evidence/reasons logically. 
W 8.1b: Support claims with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate and credible sources. 
W 8.1c: Use words, phrases, clauses to create cohesion among claims/reasons/evidence. 
W 8.1d: Establish and maintain a formal style.  
W 8.1e: Provide a concluding statement or section that follows form and supports the information presented. 
SL 8.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions expressing one’s own ideas and building upon others’ ideas. - one-one-one - group - teacher-led 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Read and analyze text 

2. Complete Circle Map Courtroom Vocabulary RES 4.1-4.3 

3. Answer Text-Dependent Questions RES 4.4 

4. Write a chapter summary RES 4.5 

5. Compare and Contrast Matrix with Trial Evidence Chart RES 4.6 

6. Complete Deconstruction of an Analytical Paragraph RES 4.7 

7. Write using the TEPAC analytical writing Language support RES 4.8 and 4.9 

Scaffolds-IEP medications; Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 
 

 

Q3 
Week 7 

 

Selection  
To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee 
(TKAM) CH. 20-21

 
Vocabulary: acquit, cynical, exhilarated, impertinence, 
infantile, recluse, remorse, spurious, squalor, vehement 
(Review any previous words) 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Read and analyze 

2. Write 

 

Objective(s) 
I can read and analyze a text. 

I can complete text-dependent questions RES 4.10 by selected phrases in Atticus’s closing statement worth discussion. 

I can use evidence in a personal response paragraph about the verdict of the Tom Robinson trial. 

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.  
RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting, and plot; provide an objective 
summary of the text.  
RL.8.3 Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision. 
RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings;  
RL 8.10: By the end of the year, independently read and comprehend literature in 6-8 text complexity band proficiently (stories, poems, drama). 
W 8.1: Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evIdence. 
W 8.1a: Introduce claims, acknowledge opposing/alternate claims, organize evidence/reasons logically. 
W 8.1b: Support claims with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate and credible sources. 
W 8.1c: Use words, phrases, clauses to create cohesion among claims/reasons/evidence. 
W 8.1d: Establish and maintain a formal style.  
W 8.1e: Provide a concluding statement or section that follows form and supports the information presented. 
SL 8.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions expressing one’s own ideas and building upon others’ ideas. - one-one-one - group - teacher-led 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Review Courtroom Vocabulary 

2. Read the excerpt of Atticus’s closing argument and annotate  

3. Write three quotes RES 4.13 

4. Participate in a discussion sharing quotes  

5. View “Closing Argument Clip” revisit anticipatory Guide RES 1.5 and reflect on the quote 

6. Write a response to the following prompt: How do you feel about the verdict in the Tom Robinson trial? Why? Why do you feel the jury came to this verdict? 

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 
 

 

Q3 
 

Week 7 

Selection  
To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee 
(TKAM) CH.22-25 

 
Vocabulary: bland,carcass, eccentricities, florid, 
irascible, nondescript, notoriety, repertoire, reprimand, 
staccato, editorial, songbird, convicted, implications, 
miscarrriage 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Read text and interact 

2. Complete Circle Map Responses to the Verdict 

3. Compare and Contrast  

4. Organize personal response 

Objective(s) 
I can analyze reactions of key characters to the events of Tom Robinson’s trial and articulate the ways in which society shaped and influenced each of these individuals. 

I can write an analytical paragraph and use evidence from the text to explain why Mr. Underwood compares Tom Robinson to a mockingbird. 

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.  
RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting, and plot; provide an objective 
summary of the text.  
RL.8.3 Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision. 
RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings;  
RL 8.10: By the end of the year, independently read and comprehend literature in 6-8 text complexity band proficiently (stories, poems, drama). 
W 8.1: Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evIdence. 
W 8.1a: Introduce claims, acknowledge opposing/alternate claims, organize evidence/reasons logically. 
W 8.1b: Support claims with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate and credible sources. 
W 8.1c: Use words, phrases, clauses to create cohesion among claims/reasons/evidence. 
W 8.1d: Establish and maintain a formal style.  
W 8.1e: Provide a concluding statement or section that follows form and supports the information presented. 
SL 8.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions expressing one’s own ideas and building upon others’ ideas. - one-one-one - group - teacher-led 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Read text and analyze 

2. Complete Verdict Circle Map RES 5.1 

3. Analyze text-dependent questions 

4. Summarize the chapters 

5. Organize thoughts using the Say-Mean-Matter Chart RES 5.5-5.6 

6. Write a TEPAC analytical paragraph RES 4.9 and 5.8  

Scaffolds-IEP modification; Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑 PB & J 🌑 Numbered Noggins 🌑 I Have Who Has 🌑 GIST 🌑 Think/Pair/Share 🌑 Write/Pair/Share 🌑 ConverStations 🌑 Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑 Socratic Seminar 
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 
 

 

Q3 
 

Week 8 

Selection  
To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee 
(TKAM) CH.26-30 

 
Vocabulary: bland carcass eccentricities florid irascible 
nondescript notoriety repertoire reprimand staccato, 
revenge, haints, hock, chicken wire, pinioned, craw, 
limelight, flabby, stubble 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Read and analyze text 

2. Trace the sequence of events 

3. Write a personal response 

4. Participate in a Collegial discussion 

 

Objective(s) 
I can read and analyze the text. 

I can trace the sequence of events making Bob Ewell’s attack on Jem and Scout in order to determine the role Boo Radley played in rescuing the children. 

I can write a personal response paragraph articulating their agreement or disagreement with MR. Tate’s decision to protect Boo Radley, using evidence from the text to support their opinions. 

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.  
RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting, and plot; provide an objective 
summary of the text.  
RL.8.3 Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision. 
RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings;  
RL 8.10: By the end of the year, independently read and comprehend literature in 6-8 text complexity band proficiently (stories, poems, drama). 
W 8.1: Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evIdence. 
W 8.1a: Introduce claims, acknowledge opposing/alternate claims, organize evidence/reasons logically. 
W 8.1b: Support claims with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate and credible sources. 
W 8.1c: Use words, phrases, clauses to create cohesion among claims/reasons/evidence. 
W 8.1d: Establish and maintain a formal style.  
W 8.1e: Provide a concluding statement or section that follows form and supports the information presented. 
SL 8.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions expressing one’s own ideas and building upon others’ ideas. - one-one-one - group - teacher-led 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Read and analyze the text. 

2. Complete text-dependent questions. 

3. Summarize my reading using share out strategy:: Mr. Ewell’s Revenge RES 5.11 

4. Complete a flow map to sequence events. 

5. Participate in a Think-Pair-Share: Mr. Tate’s Decision RES 5.13 

Scaffolds--IEP Modifications and Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 
 

 

Q3 
 

Week 8 

Selection  
To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee 
(TKAM) CH. 31 

 
Vocabulary: bland carcass eccentricities florid 
irascible nondescript notoriety repertoire 
reprimand staccato  

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Reading and analysis 

2. Write and speak in class discussion 

3. Review Novel details for Common Assessment 

 

Objective(s) 
I can describe the events of the novel from Boo RAdley’s perspective and create a set of Double Bubble Maps showing how three characters have been shaped or influenced by society 

over the course of the novel. 

I can write and orally share three complete sentences articulating the ways in which three characters have changed over the course of the novel 

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.  
RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting, and plot; provide an objective 
summary of the text.  
RL.8.3 Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision. 
RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings;  
RL 8.10: By the end of the year, independently read and comprehend literature in 6-8 text complexity band proficiently (stories, poems, drama). 
W 8.1: Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evIdence. 
W 8.1a: Introduce claims, acknowledge opposing/alternate claims, organize evidence/reasons logically. 
W 8.1b: Support claims with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate and credible sources. 
W 8.1c: Use words, phrases, clauses to create cohesion among claims/reasons/evidence. 
W 8.1d: Establish and maintain a formal style.  
W 8.1e: Provide a concluding statement or section that follows form and supports the information presented. 
SL 8.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions expressing one’s own ideas and building upon others’ ideas. - one-one-one - group - teacher-led 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Read and analyze the text. 

2. Complete text-dependent questions RES 5.14/15 

3. Close read Standing in Someone Else’s Shoes RES 5.16 

4. Illustrate Boo’s Point of View RES 5.17 

5. Review for Common Assessment (Novel Study) 

Scaffolds--IEP Modifications; Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 
 

 

Q3 
 

Week 9 

Selection  
Common Assessment: To Kill A Mockingbird by 
Harper Lee 
(TKAM) CH.22-25 
 

 
Vocabulary: Various terms from each chapter 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Extended Thinking about the novel 

 

Objective(s) 
I can complete a common assessment showing my understanding of the class novel. 

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.  
RL.8.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including its relationship to the characters, setting, and plot; provide an objective 
summary of the text.  
RL.8.3 Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision. 
RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings;  
RL 8.10: By the end of the year, independently read and comprehend literature in 6-8 text complexity band proficiently (stories, poems, drama). 
W 8.1: Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evIdence. 
W 8.1a: Introduce claims, acknowledge opposing/alternate claims, organize evidence/reasons logically. 
W 8.1b: Support claims with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate and credible sources. 
W 8.1c: Use words, phrases, clauses to create cohesion among claims/reasons/evidence. 
W 8.1d: Establish and maintain a formal style.  
W 8.1e: Provide a concluding statement or section that follows form and supports the information presented. 
SL 8.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions expressing one’s own ideas and building upon others’ ideas. - one-one-one - group - teacher-led 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Complete Q3 Common Assessment 

 

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

QUARTER 4 
Possible push of novel into Q4 

PARCC Testing this quarter 
MAP Testing this quarter 

Unpredictable days ahead!  
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 
 

 

Q4 
Week 1 

 

Selection  
To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee 
Movie 

 
Vocabulary  

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. View Video 

2. Compare and Contrast  

 

 

Objective(s) 
I can watch a movie based on a novel and make comparisons. 

Standards 
RL.8.5 Compare and contrast the structure of two or more texts and analyze how the differing structure of each text contributes to its meaning and style. 
L 8.1: Explain the function of gerunds, participles, and infinitives. L 8.1: Know form and use of verbs in the active and passive voice. L 8.1: Know form and 
use of verbs in the indicative, imperative, interrogative, conditional, and subjunctive mood. L 8.1: Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb 
voice/mood.  
W 8.4: Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Watch the movie To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee 

2. Write a compare and contrast essay. 

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 
 

 

Q4 
 

 

Selection  
To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee 
Movie and Novel 

 
Vocabulary  

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Write Compare and Contrasting essay 

 

 

Objective(s) 
I can write an essay comparing the movie To Kill a MockingBird  making comparisons between the movie and the novel. 

Standards 
RL.8.5 Compare and contrast the structure of two or more texts and analyze how the differing structure of each text contributes to its meaning and style. 
L 8.1: Explain the function of gerunds, participles, and infinitives. L 8.1: Know form and use of verbs in the active and passive voice. L 8.1: Know form and 
use of verbs in the indicative, imperative, interrogative, conditional, and subjunctive mood. L 8.1: Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb 
voice/mood.  
W 8.4: Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Write a compare and contrast essay. 

Scaffolds--IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 
 

 

Q4 
Week 2 

 

Selection  
PARCC Assessment 

 
Vocabulary  

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Complete the PARCC Assessment with success 

Objective(s) 
I can complete the PARCC assessment with success. 

Standards 
Various 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Participate in the online PARCC Assessment 

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 
 

 

Q4 
 

Week 3 

Selection  
MAP Testing 

 
Vocabulary  

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
 

1. Show improvement in all skills/concepts for the year 

Objective(s) 
I can successfully show how my skills have improved by completing the MAP assessment. 

Standards 
Various 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Complete the online MAP assessment with success 

Scaffolds--IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 
 

 

Q4 
 

Week 3 

Selection  
“When Do Kids Become Adults?” (Collections 
235-242 

 
Vocabulary: egregious, inadequate, diffuse, 
autonomous, thward, Jeffrey Arment, cohort 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Speaking and debate 

 

Objective(s) 
I can read at grade level. 

I can speak clearly. 

I can debate using proper debate skills. 

Standards 
RI 8.1: Cite textual evidence to support analysis of text, both inferential and explicit. 

RI 8.2: Determine theme/central idea of a text and analyze its development throughout text. RI 8.2: Write an objective summary of the text (no opinions or judgments).  

RI 8.3: Analyze how a text makes connections/distinctions between individuals, ideas, or events (e.g., comparisons, analogies, categories). 

RI 8.4: Analyze the impact of word choice, including analogies/allusions, on meaning and tone in text. RI 8.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases in text, including figurative/connotative/technical meanings.  

RI 8.5: Analyze the structure of a specific paragraph, including the role of particular sentences in developing/refining a key concept.  

RI 8.6: Determine author’s point of view and analyze how the author acknowledges and responds to conflicting evidence/viewpoints. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas  

RI 8.8: Trace/Evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing reasoning and relevance of evidence to support claims; recognize irrelevant evidence.  

RI 8.9: Analyze two or more texts that provide conflicting information on the same topic and identify where the texts disagree on matters of fact or interpretation.  

RI 8.10: By the end of the year, independently read and comprehend nonfiction in 6-8 text complexity band proficiently.  
SL 8.4: Present claims/findings in a focused, coherent manner with relevant evidence, valid reasoning, and well-chosen details. SL 8.4: Use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear pronunciation.  

SL 8.5: Include multimedia components and visual displays to clarify information, strengthen evidence., and add interest.  

SL 8.6: Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command of formal English.  

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Read the text 

2. Work in a group to prepare a statement about the text to use in a debate 

3. Participate in debate about the text 

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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Portales Junior High School 

8th Grade ELA Curriculum Map 2019-2020 

 
 

 

Q4 
 

Week 4  

Selection  
“Is 16 Too Young to Drive a Car?” “Fatal Car 
Crashes Drop for 16-Year Olds, Rise for Older 
Teens” Collections 247-257 

 
Vocabulary: notion, novice, bane, paradox, 
impetuous, anecdote  

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Read text 

2. Identify deductive reasoning 

3. Identify Inductive reasoning 

4. Write an objective summary 

 

Objective(s) 
I can determine the central idea and details while analyzing relationships between ideas. 

I can use deductive and inductive reasoning to analyze a text. 

I can write an objective summary. 

Standards 
RI 8.1: Cite textual evidence to support analysis of text, both inferential and explicit. 

RI 8.2: Determine theme/central idea of a text and analyze its development throughout text. RI 8.2: Write an objective summary of the text (no opinions or judgments).  

RI 8.3: Analyze how a text makes connections/distinctions between individuals, ideas, or events (e.g., comparisons, analogies, categories). 

RI 8.4: Analyze the impact of word choice, including analogies/allusions, on meaning and tone in text. RI 8.4: Determine the meaning of words and phrases in text, including figurative/connotative/technical meanings.  

RI 8.5: Analyze the structure of a specific paragraph, including the role of particular sentences in developing/refining a key concept.  

RI 8.6: Determine author’s point of view and analyze how the author acknowledges and responds to conflicting evidence/viewpoints. Integration of Knowledge and Ideas  

RI 8.8: Trace/Evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, assessing reasoning and relevance of evidence to support claims; recognize irrelevant evidence.  

RI 8.9: Analyze two or more texts that provide conflicting information on the same topic and identify where the texts disagree on matters of fact or interpretation.  

RI 8.10: By the end of the year, independently read and comprehend nonfiction in 6-8 text complexity band proficiently.  
W 8.10: Write routinely over extended time frames (as for research, reflection, and revision) for a range of purposes and audiences. With 8.10: Write routinely for shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day 

or two) for a range of discipline specific tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

L 8.1: Explain the function of gerunds, participles, and infinitives. L 8.1: Know form and use of verbs in the active and passive voice. L 8.1: Know form and use of verbs in the indicative, imperative, 

interrogative, conditional, and subjunctive mood. L 8.1: Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb voice/mood.  

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Read and annotate the text 

2. In small groups discuss 

3. Use deductive or inductive reasoning to form a conclusion about the text. 

4. Write and objective summary using proper reasoning.  

Scaffolds-IEP modifications: Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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Week 5 

SelectionMEDIA Study 
 “Your Phone Can Wait” and “Driving Distracted” 
Collections 263-264 

 
Vocabulary: persuasive techniques, visual 
elements, deduce license, statistics 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Evaluate advantages and disadvantages of media 

2. Introduce and support a claim 

3. Understand the purpose of diverse media 

4. Integrate multimedia and visual displays into a presentation 

public service announcement 

 

 

Objective(s) 
I can analyze the purpose of a public service announcement and understand the elements used in it. 

I can create a public service announcement. and present it to the public. 

Standards 
RI 8.7: Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of using different mediums (e.g., print, video, multimedia) to present a topic/idea. 

W 8.1a: Introduce claims, acknowledge opposing/alternate claims, organize evidence/reasons logically. 

W 8.1b: Support claims with logical reasoning and relevant evidence, using accurate and credible sources. 

W 8.7: Conduct short research projects to answer a question, drawing on several sources, and generating additional related questions for further research.  

SL 8.2: Analyze the purpose presented in diverse media and formats. SL 8.2: Evaluate the motive behind diverse media and formats (e.g., social, commercial, political).  

SL 8.5: Include multimedia components and visual displays to clarify information, strengthen evidence., and add interest.  

Tasks/Assessment 
1.  View and analyze two public service announcements and evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of media. 

2. Introduce a claim and support 

3. Create in a group a multimedia public service announcement and present to the public. 

Scaffolds--IEP Modifications; Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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Week 6 and Week 7 

Selection “The Diary of Anne Frank” Collections 
279-352 

 
Vocabulary: yellow stars, Green Police, ration books, 
black market, w.c., liefje, Mouschi, Annele/Aneke, 
communicate, liberation, Mazeltov,Mauthausen, Sie 
verlangi nach Dir, Liebe, Es Macht, Gehzuihr, Hanukkah, 
Menorah, St. Nicholas’s Day, latkes, Gestapo, guilders, 
Toscanini, Ride of the Valkyries, to run the gauntlet, 
Komme schnell, Was itst Los?, Er stichlt das Essen, 
Schnapps, L’chaim, Orthodox, Auf maschen !Schnell 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Read and analyze a drama 

2. Cite textual evidence 

3. Write a character sketch 

 

Objective(s) 
I can read and analyze the key elements of a drama, including its structure, characters, dialogue, and events. 

Standards 
RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.  

RL.8.3 Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision. 

RL.8.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone, including 

analogies or allusions to other texts.  

RL.8.6 Analyze how differences in the points of view of the characters and the audience or reader (e.g., created through the use of dramatic irony) create such effects as suspense or humor. 

W 8.4: Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  

W 8.9: Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.  

W 8.10: Write routinely over extended time frames (as for research, reflection, and revision) for a range of purposes and audiences. With 8.10: Write routinely for shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day 

or two) for a range of discipline specific tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

SL 8.1: Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions expressing one’s own ideas and building upon others’ ideas. - one-one-one - group - teacher-led SL 8.1: Come to discussions prepared, 

having read/studied material and able to reflect/probe on issues. SL 8.1: Follow rules for collegial discussions, set/track specific goals / deadlines, and define individual roles. SL 8.1: Pose/Respond to 

questions and comments with detail and relevancy. SL 8.1: Acknowledge new information expressed by others and modify own views when warranted.  

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Read and analyze the drama “The Diary of Anne Frank” 

2. Identify text structure, characters and dialogue by writing a character analysis of three characters. 

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications; Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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Week 8 

Selection 
1. Final Review and Common Assessment 

 
Vocabulary (to be determined prior to the 
assessment) 

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
 

1. Review determined skills for the Common Assessment 

2. Complete the Common Assessment successfully 

Objective(s) 
I can review for my common assessment. 

I can complete the common assessment successfully. 

Standards 
(Various to be determined prior to assessment. 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Review concepts for assessment 

2. Complete the Common Assessment 

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1V-lMyTelTWgy8b7U8K1LjaIob5s_UPob2MNzP2qPGmQ/edit#slide=id.g35f391192_00
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Week 9 

Selection Various activities for the last week of 
school 

 
Vocabulary  

Targeted Skills/Concepts  
1. Identification of skills and concepts students have mastered. 

 

Objective(s) 
I will complete a check sheet and identify all mastered skills. 

Standards 
All Common Core Standards will be reviewed 

Tasks/Assessment 
1. Students will complete a self evaluation using a Common Core Standards Check Sheet. 

Scaffolds-IEP Modifications 
Individualized assistance for those who need accommodations  
 

 
Reading Coach Website for strategies: https://sites.google.com/portalesschools.com/two-literacy-chicas/home 

3-2-1 🌑  PB & J 🌑  Numbered Noggins 🌑  I Have Who Has 🌑  GIST 🌑  Think/Pair/Share 🌑  Write/Pair/Share 🌑  ConverStations 🌑  Flippity Literacy Concept 🌑  Socratic Seminar 
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